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Abstract:

This paper describes a speech and text translator from Spanish into Spanish Sign Language, that tries to
solve some of the problems that deaf people find when they access and attend specific training courses. In
addition to the translator system, a set of real-time avatar animations representing the signs are used. The
creation process of such avatars is also described. The system can be used in courses where deaf and hearing
people are sharing the same material and classroom, which contributes to improve the integration of this
group of people to specific academic areas. The tool has been tested to obtain direct information with a
group of deaf people from the Deaf Association of Seville.

1

INTRODUCTION

The constant evolution of computers and portable
devices make it possible to develop applications to
help impaired people in some aspects of their life.
This is the case of deaf people. In the field of
computer graphics, some efforts have been made to
develop systems that help hearing impaired people
in their communication difficulties.
The tools that have been developed help deaf
people to communicate with ordinary people
through the computer. Some of them are intended to
translate text or speech to a sign language by means
of virtual avatar animations representing the signs.
These systems have two main problems to solve: (1)
to translate a speech or written text from a language
to a sign language; (2) to create movements for the
virtual avatars that can be, at least, understandable
by deaf people (Kipp, 2011), and, even better, with a
certain level of fluency. These problems are
addressed in the present research.
An additional problem is the existence of many
different standards, as there is no standard not even
in any given country. In this paper a speech and text
translator from Spanish into Spanish Sign Language,
Lenguaje de Signos Español (LSE) is addressed.
Moreover, the process of creating a virtual avatar
signing in real-time is described. The result of the
research is applied to solve some of the problems
that deaf people find when they try to access and
attend specific training courses.
Thus, when a company offers different training

courses, it is difficult for deaf people to enrol in
these courses because of the costs associated to
hiring a translator. If a special sign language
application for deaf students is offered, this can
become a good starting point to improve their
integration.
This is the main objective of the present
research. An automatic system for translating
Spanish to LSE has been developed which supports
the simultaneous translation of voice and
PowerPoint presentations to LSE. There is also an
avatar signing in real time (RT), with a special chat
between deaf students and his/her teacher who
speaks LSE.
The paper is organised as follows: Section 2
shows a review of the literature. Section 3 presents
the system architecture. Section 4 and 5 describe the
different modules and the interface in detail. Section
6 explains the main problems and our solutions.
Sections 7 and 8 show the evaluation results, the
main conclusions and future work.

2

RELATED WORK

After a revision of the current literature, we have
classified the different efforts made to keep
communication between deaf people and hearing
people. Some researchers have focused their work
on gesture recognition, trying to automatically
recognize a sign from a specific sign language
(Liang, 1998, Sagawa 2000). Other researchers have
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focused their work on developing systems that
automatically translate into a sign language, most of
which use virtual avatars to represent a speech or a
written text in a sign language.
One of the main projects in this research line is
VISICAST (Bangham, 2000), which translates
English text into British Sign Language. The main
effort of this project has been to process natural
language by means of a parser that identifies
functional words and resolves ambiguities by using
an SGML notation (Elliot, 2000). Once a text is
translated, signs are displayed using computer
animation of a Virtual Avatar in two steps: first,
recording a human signer and, then, post-processing
the captured sequence. This system can be applied to
subtitle television programs or create web pages
(Verlinden, 2001).
Other projects of the same research group use
virtual signing technology. In eSign, avatars are used
to create signed versions of websites (Verlinden,
2005), and in the SignTel avatars are added to a
computer based assessment test that can sign
questions for deaf candidates. In eSign project
(Zwiterslood, 2004), instead of using motion capture
to generate the avatar animation, a temporal
succession of images is used, each of which
represents a static posture of the avatar. The signs
are described through a notation for Language Signs
(HamNoSys), which define aspects of hand position,
speed and gesture amplitude.
Research with Japanese Sign Language (JSL) has
been also made, such as Kuroda (Kuroda, 1998) who
developed a telecommunication system for sign
language by utilizing virtual reality technology,
which enables natural sign conversation on an
analogue telephone line.
Kato (Kato, 2011) uses a Japanese for a JSL
dictionary with 4,900 JSL entries that have an
example-based system to translate text. After that,
the system automatically generates transitional
movements between words and renders animations.
This project is intended to offer TV services for deaf
people, especially in case of a disaster, when a
human sign language interpreter is not available. In
this research a number of deaf people have been
asked to watch the animations pointing out its lack
of fluency fluency as sign language (Akihabara,
2012).
Regarding Spanish Sign Language, San-Segundo
(San-Segundo, 2012) describes a system to help deaf
people when renewing their Driver’s License. Such
system combines three approaches for the language
translator: an example-based strategy, a rule-based
translation method and a statistical translator that
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uses VGuido virtual animations. Thus, to create a
sign animation an XML application which supports
the definition of sign sequences is used, which mixes
static gestures with movement directions. After that,
a movement generation process computes the
avatar's movements from the scripted instructions.
After the literature revision, it seems that
researchers have not found applications for the same
purpose that use virtual avatars signing in real time.

3

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

As we mentioned above, this application tries to
improve and facilitate the communication between a
deaf student and a teacher in an academic area, not
only providing a translation of voice and powerpoint
presentations in LSE, but also offering a special chat
where they can communicate in both directions in an
understandable way. This will improve the deaf
people’s access to specific training courses. For this
reason, the architecture implemented is based on a
client-server structure. The main application (teacher
side) is a system based on a hierarchical architecture,
where each module is responsible for a specific part
in the translation, communication and visualization
process. In the student side (client), the application
centres its functionality on the communication
process (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Modules included in each application.

In the following section each module is described.

4

SYSTEM COMPONENTS AND
FUNCIONALITY

From the global architecture five main modules are
described in the following subsections (Figure 2).

4.1

Speech to Text Module

The Speech to text module contains a Speech
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recognizer to analyse the voice input and a Message
system to manipulate the text data. The speech
recognizer is responsible for generating a collection
of words or sentences from a voice input and
provides them to the following modules. This
module uses Microsoft Speech SDK 5.1, included in
every Windows 7 installation by default. This
software has the advantage that it does not need to
be installed and configured by users and, also, these
can be trained as the software is being used.
The main problem found in the recognition
process is how to detect when a sentence starts and
finishes. The recognizer can provide all the words it
collects from the microphone, but it is important to
have the complete sentence so as to determine the
best method to be applied for translation In Section 6
we analyse the problem and explain the solution.
The Message system is responsible for showing
the sentences involved in the translation process in
the interface. In the application a “debug mode” is
included so that it is possible to control the results of
the different steps of the translator. This is useful
because the user can detect if there has been any
mistake or problem in the recognition step or later,
stay informed about all the intermediate steps of the
translation process and act accordingly to solve any
problem.

4.2

PPT to Text Module

A PowerPoint presentation (PPT) is a very important
complementary piece of information for the speech
in class. In our case it can help and solve the
possible mistakes that the recognizer can make when
recognizing oral explanations. Some deaf people
cannot read and, therefore, it is necessary to provide
a translation of the PPT that gives deaf students all
the information taught in class.
The PPT to text module reads the PPT opened by
the teacher; then, a collection of sentences in each
slide are separated from a collection of words in
each sentence. The translation module makes a
translation (Section 4.3), one o more possible
translations are then available in this module,
selecting one as a default (depending on a measure
of the probability of success).
We include in our application a Slide Editor with
a wizard so as to facilitate the revision and
correction of the PPT conversion into LSE, which
can be made by the same teacher or with help of a
person that has LSE knowledge. Also, by using this
wizard it is possible to determine the how the words
will be spelled in the translation. The revision
changes can be saved to be later used for the PPT

translation in the application. A remote control is
also provided, which is helpful not only to manage
the application, but also the global PowerPoint
presentation shown to all students on the main
screen

4.3

Text to Sign Language Translator

The text to sign language translator module receives
the final Spanish sentence and analyses it so as to
generate a correct translation into LSE. This will
later be signed by a virtual character in real time. For
that translation, two complementary methods are
used: a “rule-based method” and an “analogy
method”.
As we will explain later, the system has a
vocabulary including specific and general words and
several common sentences, all of which have been
classified into different categories to facilitate the
translation.
First of all, each word, from the collection of
words provided by the previous modules, is
classified into one of the pre-established categories.
For example: a sentence like “IN THE COURSE WE
WILL WORK WITH COMPUTER” will be
categorized
as
“in<none>
the<none>
course<object> we<personal pronoun> will<future>
work<verb> with<none> computer<objet>” and
translated as “FUTURE WE COURSE COMPUTER
WORK”.
Next, we apply the “analogy method”, consisting
of searching for coincidences with pre-recorded
sentences in the vocabulary. If a corresponding
sentence is found, it is directly used as the final
translation.
In case this method fails, a hierarchical system of
rules is applied. As we mentioned before, there is no
standard associated to LSE, and, therefore there is
no defined grammatical rules that can be applied and
codified for translation purposes. In our case,
different experts in LSE have extracted a collection
of rules that are useful to obtain correct LSE
sentences. Using these codified rules, the system
tries to find the most adequate one for the sentence
being translated, starting from the most particular
and moving towards more general ones. When a
coherent rule is found, the module applies it and
generates the corresponding translated phrase. If
after the process there is no specific rule to be
applied, we have a general case rule at least to try to
give the information to the student. This rule-based
methodology allows providing translations of any
sentence, giving greater flexibility, only with the
limits of the vocabulary available.
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Figure 2: Com
mponents includded in each module in the Maiin Application.

4.4

A
Avatar Systtem Module

The mainn functionalitty of the avataar system moodule
is to reppresent, controol and animatte realisticallyy the
virtual chharacter integgrated in the ap
pplication so aas to
reproducce the signs required
r
for the
t translationn of
the originnal sentence.
For tthis purpose, a vocabulary
y of around 2 ,000
words hhas been captuured, for gen
neral and speccific
conversaations in the academic
a
areaa of interest. A
Also,
the application can spell words using the alphhabet
for the translations of names, concepts, etc. To
improve and speed the translation
n, a collectionn of
150 senttences commoon in all-purpo
ose and classrooom
conversaations has beeen included in
n the vocabullary.
This kinnd of vocabuulary is more convenient than
those onnly based on complete
c
senttences, becauuse it
has moree flexibility when
w
translating any phrasee by
using woords in the vocabulary.
v
Itt is however true
that it is more suscepptible to transllation mistakees or
errors duue to the non-sstandard ruless used.
All vvocabulary iss recorded by
y an LSE exxpert
using a motion cappture system. An 11-infrrared
cameras setting (NatturalPoint sysstem) and a suit
includingg 34 reflectivve balls for reecording the bbody
motion iis used. Also,, two data glo
oves (CyberG
Glove
with 18 sensors) recoord all fingers. Each movem
ment
capturedd is adaptted to the avatar uusing
MotionB
Builder and 3dd Studio Max, producing a ffinal
version of each sign that has no wrong or miissed
data.
A syystem based inn cal3D and OpenSceneGr
O
raph,
to integrrate, control annd animate av
vatars in real ttime
has beenn developed. Using
U
this system an avatarr can
be integrrated in the innterface, and controlled inn RT
so as to simulate the sign
s
language speaking (Figgure
3).
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Once the fin
nal sentence ttranslated into
o LSE is
obtaained, the Avatar
A
system
m receives it as a
colllection of individual wo
words. This must be
reprroduced fluen
ntly in a fluentt and connecteed way to
reprresent a sentence or as a complete sentence
(without any inteermediate proccessing).

Figure 3: Avaatar simulating tthe sign “Navig
gate”.

btain the
In the first case, this moduule has to ob
indiividual signss from the m
motion datab
base and
inteerpolate them so as to connnect and reprroduce all
the words in the sentence sequuentially. Rep
producing
each sign individ
dually will givve the impresssion of a
robotic and non-realistic anim
mation, and may hinder
the comprehension by deaf peeople. For thiis reason,
the words comprrising the senttence are anallysed and
the best interpo
olation pointts between them
t
are
deteermined, baseed on the maiin motion currve of the
arm
ms (which mo
otion starts aand finishes in
i a preestaablished refereence position)). Next, all the
t words
in th
he sentence caan be reproduuced in realistiically and
flueently, applyin
ng an interpollation betweeen frames
of one
o sign and the followingg one. To com
mplete the
avaatar motion, different autom
matic facial an
nimations
hav
ve been createed so as to prrovide a moree realistic
hum
man aspect.
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4.5

Communication Module

The communication module is used in both sides
and is involved in the transmission of information
between the different systems components. The
module is important for several reasons: On the one
hand, this module is responsible for sending all the
control information between applications. On the
other hand, this module includes the chat provided
that facilitates communication between a teacher and
his/her deaf students. The deaf student can send
messages in text mode and receives the information
in text and LSE format. The teacher sends and
receives the information in text mode; this is helpful
for people with little or no LSE knowledge.

5

APPLICATION INTERFACE

The application interface is similar in both sides; it
includes specific elements for the teacher to start and
manage the PowerPoint presentation directly.

Figure 4: Teacher interface, with the control of
PowerPoint and speech translations.

The application general menus allows the user to
load PPTs and configure different elements of the
interface, such as the avatar costume, background
colour, signing speed, text font, main signing hand
and interface mode. There are two possible modes
that the teacher can activate with the remote control:
PowerPoint (left side) or speak mode (right side)
(Figure 4). In the PowerPoint mode the user is
provided with information about the current phrase
to be translated, the slide of the presentation, and the
translation of the phrase into LSE. In the speaking
mode, the user is given information about the
original phrase recognized by the Recognizer (over
the avatar) and the translation to the LSE (under the
avatar). The lower part of the application has
communication facilities (including the chat) and
information about the state of the system.

6

PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

During the development of the application important
problems have been found that need to be solved so
that the application is successful.
In the Speech Recognizer it is difficult to
determine when a phrase starts and ends. To solve
this problem the recognizer has been configured
with different rules, such as a 1-second-silence as a
delimiter between sentences .A good methodology
serves to separate 90% of the sentences correctly.
Moreover, as the LSE language sign is a non
standardized language, it has been necessary to
determine a collection of rules to be implemented in
the system and apply them to translate the sentences
as best as possible. Related with the previous
problem, it has been found that the LSE establishes a
relation between the words in a sentence that goes
from the most general to the most particular. This
implies that it is necessary to establish a semantic
relation between the different parts of the sentence.
For that reason, a property of dimension has been
assigned to each word, so the words are ordered in
the sentence according to this property.
For the chat system the main problem found has
been that some deaf people cannot write. This will
be solved including pictograms in the chat.
After the evaluation of the application it has been
found that not all the deaf people have the same
literacy and need the same speed when signing. The
same happens with the visual information provided.
For that reason several customized elements in the
interface have been created (see Section 5) to
facilitate the deaf people understanding and the
teacher usage.

7

EVALUATION

To evaluate the system and analyze possible
problems a complete test with one teacher and a
group of deaf people has been performed. The main
objective of the session was to obtain a direct
feedback from the deaf people about the possibilities
and suitability of this tool for helping them in
specific courses. The test consisted of a presentation
lesson taught by a teacher (with little knowledge of
LSE) to a group of deaf people from the Deaf
Association of Seville. The teacher explained a
lesson using a PPT, exchanging between voice and
PowerPoint. The audience were able to
communicate with her using the chat in the
application by means of a laptop. After this test, the
deaf people comment their impressions about the
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application and answered a questionnaire with
detailed information about their opinion. The
application was improved using the suggestions.
The main conclusions obtained were that they
considered useful to be able to select the avatar main
hand to sign, because the different signing method of
the deaf people and as they have different literacy
levels, the speed of the avatar should be configured.
Regarding the sign language must be extended
with more vocabulary adapted to the specific areas
and updated with neologisms.
As for the application some signs were not clear
enough and had little vocabulary, some movements
were rough and needed to be smoothened, and the
avatar had little facial expression.
At last, the tool presents some advantages and
improvements from existing ones. From their point
of view, it is a very useful system for on-line courses
or as a visual book. In a short time, this application
will be useful in secondary school classrooms, to
study at home or review Spanish material, because
digital written materials are difficult for them (some
of them cannot read). Finally, in their opinion it is an
incredible system in the area of new technologies,
original and it will suppose a big transformation in
the training of deaf people, making training and
academic courses more accessible for them.

8

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper an automatic Spanish to LSE translator
for academic purposes, from voice and PowerPoint
data, was explained, reviewing all the application
functionality and the results of the test carried out to
obtain direct information from deaf people.
After the test, the system was completed to
incorporate some ideas and solve some problems
detailed by the deaf group, but we still have some
improvements to be done as future work.
It is necessary to improve the avatar facial
expression, adding gestures that complete the
different signs and make them more understandable.
It is important to review the clarity of all the
vocabulary, making a deep test with deaf people.
The improvement of the chat between teacher and
student is been under development, to incorporate a
visual interface with signs pictograms and
animations in the student side, to facilitate its use by
deaf people.
After these improvements, a new test will be
necessary to check if the system will be useful
enough to incorporate it in some specific courses.
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